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GC ACCESSORIES | GAS MANAGEMENT

Gas Management System, Leak Detector

Restek® Gas Management System 

• Removes moisture, hydrocarbons, and oxygen from carrier gas, extending 
column lifetime.

• Produces high-purity carrier gas for most applications.

• Includes one each: moisture, hydrocarbon, and indicating oxygen trap.

• Replacing traps is safe and easy.

• Maximum $ow: 150 cc/min for optimal performance.

Restek has put together a convenient unit providing gas puri�cation all in one step. 
Complete with an indicating trap, your gas puri�cation issues are handled in one  
central location.

The Restek® gas management system removes 
water vapor (to 10 ppb), hydrocarbons (to 0.1 
ppm), and oxygen (to less than 0.1 ppm) with 
three traps housed in one unit.

Description Fi ings qty. cat.# price

Restek Gas Management System includes fi"ings for 1/8" and 1/4" gas line kit 21999   

Replacement Traps qty. cat.# price

High-Capacity Moisture Trap 1/8" Nickel-Plated Brass ea. 21997   

Capillary-Grade Hydrocarbon Trap 1/8" Nickel-Plated Brass ea. 21991   

Indicating Oxygen Trap 1/8" Brass ea. 22010   

22658

Verify hard-to-reach leaks using 
the small probe adaptor (sold 

separately).

trap configuration

did you know?

inout

Dimensions:   
12" x 14" x 3"  

(30.5 x 35.6 x 7.6 cm)

Leak Detector Speci!cations

Detectable Gases: Helium, nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide, hydrogen
Ba"ery: Rechargeable lithium ion internal ba"ery pack (12 hours normal operation)
Operating Temperature Range: 32–120 °F (0–48 °C)
Humidity Range: 0–97%
Warranty:  One year
Certifications: CE, Ex, Japan
Compliance: WEEE, RoHS

Avoid using liquid leak detectors on a GC! Liquids can be drawn into the system and/or into the leak detector.

*Caution: The Restek® electronic leak detector is designed to detect trace amounts of hydrogen in a noncombustible 
environment. It is NOT designed for determining leaks in a combustible environment. A combustible gas detector should 
be used for determining combustible gas leaks under any condition. When using it to detect hydrogen, the Restek® 
electronic leak detector may only be used for determining trace amounts in a GC environment.

Restek® Electronic Leak Detector 
Don't let a small leak turn into a costly repair—protect your analytical column by using 
a Restek® leak detector.

Backed by a one-year warranty, the Restek® leak detector is the industry standard for 
performance and a�ordability in handheld leak detectors.

Description qty. cat.# price

Leak Detector With Hard-Sided Carrying Case and Universal Charger Set  
(U.S., UK, European, Australian)

ea. 22655   

Small Probe Adaptor for Leak Detector ea. 22658   

Dynamic Duo Combo Pack (Restek Leak Detector and ProFLOW 6000 Flowmeter) kit 22654   

So;-Sided Storage Case for Leak Detector or ProFLOW 6000 Flowmeter ea. 22657   

Car Charger/Adaptor ea. 22652   

Universal AC Power Adaptor ea. 22653   

22655

22652 22653

Restek recommends

 If you think that your Restek® electronic leak detector needs service or repair, please contact 
Restek® Customer Service before sending your unit in (cat.# 22655-R). Leak detector service/repair 
will include inspection and testing of the unit.
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